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Introduction 

Nucleon Structure and Strong Interaction (QCD)



Successes	of	the	Standard	Model

• EW	tested	to	high	
precision

• LHC:	Higgs	found	
no	evidence	of	BSM	
so	far!	

• QCD	tested	at	high	
energy	
perturbative region
pQCD works
over	a	large	range
for	many	channels



Last	Frontier	in	SM:	QCD	in	Nonperturbative Region

• 2004	Nobel	prize	for	``asymptotic	
freedom’’

• Non-perturbative regime	QCD	
Confinement	ßà dynamical	
chiral	symmetry	breaking	?

• Nature’s	only	known	truly	
nonperturbative fundamental	
theory

• One	of	the	top	10	challenges	for	
physics!

• QCD:	Important	for	discovering	
new	physics	beyond	SM

• QCD	vacuum

• Nucleon:	stable	lab	to	study	QCD

running coupling “constant”



Nucleon	Structure	Study:			Blind	Men	Touch	Elephant

• With	the	complexity	of	non-
perturbative QCD,	nucleon	
structure	study	is	very	challenging

• Precise	1d	unpolarized	PDF	not	
enough

• 1d	spin	shows	surprise
• precision	3d	(or	multi-d)	structure	

measurement	needed

• But	even	that,	it’s	not	enough
à Need	to	ask	good	questions
à Need	good	theory	guidance
Turn	on	LIGHTS



Nucleon Structure: A Universe Inside
• Nucleon: proton =(uud) ,    neutron=(udd) + sea quarks + gluons (QCD vacuum)

• Nucleon: 99% of the visible mass in universe

Ø Proton mass “puzzle”:
Quarks carry  ⇠ 1% ?  of proton’s mass

mq ~ 10 MeV

mN ~ 1000 MeV

How does glue dynamics generate the energy for nucleon mass? 

How does quark and gluon dynamics generate the rest of the proton spin? 

Quarks carry ⇠ 30% of proton’s spin

Ø Proton spin “puzzle”:

Ø 3D structure of nucleon: 3D in momentum or (2D space +1 in momentum)  

Probing
momentum

Q (GeV)

200 MeV (1 fm) 2 GeV (1/10) 
fm)

Color Confinement Asymptotic freedom

Can we scan the nucleon to reveal its 3D structure?
How does the glue bind quarks and itself  into a proton and nuclei? 
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Nucleon	Landscape	(Tomography)

• Transverse Momentum Dist. (TMD) 
– Confined motion in a nucleon 

(semi-inclusive DIS, Drell-Yan)

• Generalized Parton Dist. (GPD) 
– Spatial imaging 

(exclusive DIS)

• Requires 
– High luminosity
– Polarized beams and targets
– Sophisticated detector systems

Major new 
capability with 
JLab @ 12 GeV

COMPASS, J-PARC, … 
and EIC …

5D

3D
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Quark	polarization

Unpolarized
(U) Longitudinally	Polarized	(L) Transversely	Polarized	(T)
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Leading-Twist TMD PDFs

f1 =

f 1T
⊥ =

Sivers

Helicity
g1 =

h1 =
Transversity

h1
⊥ =

Boer-Mulders

h1T
⊥ =

Pretzelosity

Nucleon Spin

Quark Spin

g1T =

Trans-Helicity

h1L
⊥ =

Long-Transversity



Access TMDs through Hard Processes

Partonic scattering amplitude

Fragmentation amplitude

Distribution amplitude

proton

lepton lepton

pion
Drell-Yan

BNL
JPARCFNAL

proton

hadron lepton

antilepton

EIC

SIDIS

electron

positron

pion

pion
e–e+ to pions

BESIII

1 1(SIDIS) (DY)q q
T Tf f⊥ ⊥= −
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Valence Quark Distributions: d/u@ High-xd/u&
pCDR& Recent&Fit&

Need&new&figure&to&refine&case&(Wally),&
Different&Q2&from&Fermilab,&no&nucleus&



• Gold	mine	for	TMDs
• Access	all	eight	leading-twist	TMDs	

through	spin-comb.	&	azimuthal-
modulations

• Tagging	quark	flavor/kinematics
• Fragmentation	functions

Tool:	Semi-inclusive	DIS	(SIDIS)



12 GeV Upgrade Project

§Enhanced capabilities 
in existing Halls
§Increase of Luminosity
1035 - ~1039 cm-2s-1

New	Hall

CHL-2

20	cryomodules

Add	5
cryomodules

Add	5
cryomodules

20	cryomodules

Add	arc

Project Scope (completed): 
• Doubling the accelerator beam energy - DONE
• New experimental Hall D and beam line - DONE
• Civil construction including Utilities - ~DONE
• Upgrades to Experimental Halls C - DONE
• Upgrades to Experimental Halls B - DONE

TPC ~ $340M

Project Completed in Sept 2017 



Hall D – exploring origin of confinement by 
studying exotic mesons

Hall B – understanding nucleon structure via
generalized parton distributions

Hall C – precision determination of valence 
quark properties in nucleons/nuclei 

Hall A – form factors, future new experiments 
(e.g., SoLID and MOLLER)

12	GeV	Scientific	Capabilities



Why	SoLID

• JLab 6 GeV: precision measurements 

high luminosity (1039) but small acceptance (HRS/HMS: < 10 msr)  

or large acceptance but low luminosity (CLAS6: 1034)

• JLab 12 GeV upgrade opens up a window of opportunities (DIS, SIDIS, Deep 
Exclusive Processes) to study valence quark (3-d) structure of the nucleon  and other 
high impact physics (PVDIS, J/ψ, …)

• High precision in multi-dimension or rare processes requires very high statistics à
large acceptance and high luminosity

• CLAS12: luminosity upgrade (one order of magnitude) to 1035

• To fully exploit the potential of 12 GeV, taking advantage of the latest technical 
(detectors, DAQ, simulations, …) development

à SoLID: large acceptance detector can handle 1037 luminosity (no baffles)

1039 with baffles



Overview of SoLID 
• Full	exploitation	of	JLab 12	GeV Upgrade
à A	Large	Acceptance Detector	AND Can	Handle	High	Luminosity	(1037-1039)
Take	advantage	of	latest	development		in	detectors	,	data	acquisitions	and	simulations
Reach	ultimate	precision	for	SIDIS	(TMDs),	PVDIS	in	high-x region	and	threshold	J/ψ

•5	highly	rated	experiments	approved	
Three	SIDIS	experiments,		one	PVDIS,		one	J/ψ production	(+	3 run	group	experiments)

•Strong	collaboration	(250+	collaborators	from	70+	institutes,	13	countries)
Significant	international	contributions	(Chinese	collaboration)

Solenoidal	Large	Intensity	Device



SoLID-Spin: SIDIS on 3He/Proton @ 11 GeV

E12-10-006: Single Spin Asymmetry 
on Transverse 3He, rating A

E12-11-007: Single and Double Spin 
Asymmetries on 3He, rating A

E12-11-108: Single and Double Spin 
Asymmetries on Transverse Proton,  
rating A

Key of SoLID-Spin program: 
Large Acceptance 
+ High Luminosity
à 4-D mapping of asymmetries
à Tensor charge, TMDs …
àLattice QCD, QCD Dynamics, 
Models. 16

Two run group experiments DiHadron and Ay



Transverse Spin and 3-D Structure 

Transverse Momentum-Dependent Distributions

x=0.1



Separation of Collins, Sivers and pretzelocity effects 
through angular dependence
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HERMES/COMPASS: Collin Asymmetries 
and Extraction of Transversity

Z. Kang,  et al. 
arXiv:1505.05589 (2015)
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FIG. 3. Extracted transversity distribution (a) and Collins regimentation function (b) at three different scales Q2 = 2.4 (dotted
lines), Q2 = 10 (solid lines) and Q2 = 1000 (dashed lines) GeV2. The shaded region corresponds to our estimate of 90% C.L.
error band at Q2 = 10 GeV2.
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FIG. 4. χ2 profiles for up and down quark contributions to the tensor charge. The errors of points correspond to 90% C.L.
interval at Q2 = 10 GeV2.

E. Transversity, Collins fragmentation functions and tensor charge

We plot transversity and the Collins fragmentation function in Fig. 3 at two different scales Q2 = 10 and 1000
GeV2. In order to evaluate functions we solve appropriate DGLAP equations for transversity Eq. (69) and twist-3
collins functions Eq. (71). Due to the fact that neither of the functions mixes with gluons, these distributions do not
change drastically in low-x region due to DGLAP evolution.
Transversity enters directly in SIDIS asymmetry and we find that the main constraints come from SIDIS data only,

its correlations with errors of Collins FF turn out to be numerically negligible. We thus vary only χ2
SIDIS and use

∆χ2
SIDIS = 22.2 for 90% C.L. and ∆χ2

SIDIS = 6.4 for 68% C.L. calculated using Eq. (123). Since the experimental
data has only probed the limited region 0.0065 < xB < 0.35, we define the following partial contribution to the tensor
charge

δq[xmin,xmax]
(
Q2
)
≡
∫ xmax

xmin

dxhq
1(x,Q

2) . (127)

In Fig. 4, we plot the χ2 Monte Carlo scanning of SIDIS data for the contribution to the tensor charge from such a



3He	(n)	Target	Single-Spin	Asymmetry	in	SIDIS

−+↑ = ππ ,),',(n hhee

neutron  Sivers SSA:
negative for π+,

Agree with Torino Fit   

neutron Collins SSA small 
Non-zero at highest x for π+

Blue band: model (fitting) uncertainties 
Red band: other systematic uncertainties

E06-010 collaboration,  X. Qian at al., PRL 107:072003(2011)



Transversity from	SoLID
§ Collins	Asymmetries	~		Transversity (x)		Collin	Function
§ Transversity:	chiral-odd,	not	couple	to	gluons,	 valence	behavior,	largely	unknown	 	
§ Global	model	 fits	to	experiments	(SIDIS		and	e+e-)	
§ SoLIDwith	trans	polarized	n	&	p	à Precision	extraction	of	u/d	quark	transversity
§ Collaborating	with	theory	group	 (N.	Sato,	A.	Prokudin,	 …)	on	impact	study	

Collins Asymmetries

PT vs. x for one (Q2, z) bin 
Total > 1400 data points 

Z. Ye et al., PLB 767, 91 (2017)



Tensor	Charge	from	SoLID

§ Tensor	charge		(0th	moment	of	transversity):	fundamental	property
Lattice	QCD,	Bound-State	QCD	(Dyson-Schwinger)	 ,	…		

§ SoLIDwith	trans	polarized	n	&	p	à determination	 of	tensor	charge

Tensor Charges
Projections with a model
QCD evolutions included

SoLIDprojections

Extractions	from
existing	data	

LQCD

DSE

Table 3: Table of tensor charges computed using Eq. (11). Tensor charges are calculated at Q2 = 2.4 GeV2 and Q2 = 10 GeV2 and in four regions
of x corresponding to the acceptance of SoLID, 0.05 < x < 0.6; the full region, 0 < x < 1; and the regions outside of acceptance, 0 < x < 0.05,
0.6 < x < 1. The errors are computed at 90% C.L. The isovector nulceon tensor charge gT is calculated using the full region 0 < x < 1 and a
truncated region 0.05 < x < 0.6, see Eq. (21).

observable Q2(GeV2) KPSY15 �KPSY15 �SoLID �SoLID/�KPSY15(%)
�u[0,0.05] 2.4 0.046 0.010 0.005 49
�u[0.05,0.6] 2.4 0.349 0.122 0.015 12
�u[0.6,1] 2.4 0.018 0.007 0.001 14
�u[0,1] 2.4 0.413 0.133 0.018 14
�u[0,0.05] 10 0.051 0.011 0.005 46
�u[0.05,0.6] 10 0.332 0.117 0.014 12
�u[0.6,1] 10 0.0126 0.0048 0.0007 14
�u[0,1] 10 0.395 0.128 0.018 14
�d[0,0.05] 2.4 -0.029 0.028 0.003 10
�d[0.05,0.6] 2.4 -0.200 0.073 0.006 9
�d[0.6,1] 2.4 -0.00004 0.00009 0.00001 13
�d[0,1] 2.4 -0.229 0.094 0.008 9
�d[0,0.05] 10 -0.035 0.030 0.003 10
�d[0.05,0.6] 10 -0.184 0.067 0.006 9
�d[0.6,1] 10 -0.00002 0.00006 0.00001 14
�d[0,1] 10 -0.219 0.090 0.008 9
g(truncated)

T 2.4 0.55 0.14 0.018 13
g(full)

T 2.4 0.64 0.15 0.021 14
g(truncated)

T 10 0.51 0.13 0.017 13
g(full)

T 10 0.61 0.14 0.020 14

0.5 1.0 1.5

gT

truncated full
SoLID

Kang et al (2015)

Radici et al (2015)

Anselmino et al (2013)

Gamberg, Goldstein (2001)

Bhattacharya et al (2016)

Gupta et al (2014)

Bali et al (2015)

Green et al (2012)

Aoki et al (2010)

Bhattacharya et al (2013)

Gockeler et al (2005)

Pitschmann et al (2015)

DSE

Lattice

Pheno

Pheno

Figure 3: The isovector nucleon tensor charge gT after the pseudo-data of SoLID is taken into account is compared with result of Kang et al
2015 [23] at Q2 = 10 GeV2, result from Ref. [42] (Radici et al 2015) at 68% C.L. and Q2 = 4 GeV2, and result from Ref. [40] at 95% C.L.
(Anselmino et al 2013) at Q2 = 0.8 GeV2, and Ref. [55] (Gamberg, Goldstein 2001) at Q2 = 1 GeV2. Other points are lattice computation at
Q2 = 4 GeV2 of Bali et al Ref. [15], Gupta et al Ref. [16], Green et al Ref. [11], Aoki et al Ref. [18], Bhattacharya et al ref. [12, 13], Gockeler
et al Ref. [19]. Pitschmann et al is DSE calculation Ref. [21] at Q2 = 4 GeV2. Two SoLID points are the truncated and full tensor charges from
Eq. (21).
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Tensor Charge and Neutron EDM

Tensor charge and EDM
Electric Dipole Moment

current neutron EDM limit



Mapping Sivers Asymmetries with SoLID
§ Sivers Asymmetries	~		Sivers Function	 	(x,	kT,	Q2)		(x)	

Fragmentation	Function	 (z,	pT,Q2)
§ Gauge	Link/	QCD	Final	State	Interaction
§ Transverse	Imaging
§ QCD	evolutions	 		
§ SoLID:	precision	multi-d	mapping
§ Collaborating	with	theory	group:	

impact	study	with	new	approach

Sivers Asymmetries

PT vs. x for one (Q2, z) bin 
Total > 1400 data points 

Impact On Sivers

8

Liu, Sato,…  on-going



25Alexei Prokudin

 What do we learn from 3D distributions? 

  

The slice is at: 

Low-x and high-x region
is uncertain 
JLab 12 and EIC will
contribute

No information on sea 
quarks

In future we will obtain 
much clearer picture 
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Unpolarized TMD: Flavor PT Dependence?

A. Bacchetta, Seminar @ JLab, JHEP 1311 (2013) 194

up quark                   down quark
ky

ky

kx kx



Flavor PT Dependence from Theory
§Chiral quark-soliton model (Schweitzer, Strikman, Weiss, JHEP, 1301 (2013)

à sea wider tail than valanee

•Flagmentation model, Matevosyan, Bentz, Cloet, Thomas, PRD85 (2012)
à unfavored pion and Kaon wider than favored pion

f1u/f1d

kT
0               0.5              1.0              

f
1
(
x
,
k

T
)

P.Schweitzer et al. arXiv:1210.1267

kT (GeV )



Hall C Results: Flavor PT Dependence

C

(µd)2

(µu)2

(µ-)2

(µ+)2



Hall A SIDIS Cross Section Results 
From E06-010 (Transversity):  

pi+ results      Φh (rad)
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FIG. 7. (color online). The differential cross sections in 3D bins: the π+ SIDIS production channel. The red circles are from
the data, the black solid lines are from the model [17], the blue dashed lines are from the model [15] and the green dotted lines
are from the model [16]. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of the data. The error band on the bottom of
each panel represents the experimental systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. 8. (color online). The differential cross sections in 3D bins: the π− SIDIS production channel. The definitions of the
markers, the lines and the bands are the same as the figure above for the π+ channel.

D. The ratios of cross sections1181

The comparisons of the ratios (from the data and the1182

model) of SIDIS π+ production cross sections over SIDIS1183

π− production cross sections in pseudo-1D xbj bins are1184

shown in Fig. 13. The model parameters are the same1185

as in section VA. The systematic uncertainties from the1186

acceptance and efficiency of electron detection in the Big-1187

Bite, are not included in the bottom systematic error1188

band, as the electron part is the same in the SIDIS π±
1189

production.1190

In the plot, the error bars of the data points are for1191

the statistical uncertainties of the data. The error bars of1192

the model points are for the model uncertainties. In this1193

study, the model uncertainties are defined by the quadra-1194

ture combination of the differences of the ratios with and1195

without the contribution from the Boer-Mulders terms,1196

changing the width ⟨k2
⊥⟩ to 2⟨k2

⊥⟩ and changing ⟨p2
⊥⟩1197

to 2⟨p2
⊥⟩. The Boer-Mulders effects in the π± produc-1198

tion channels have opposite signs, and the changes of the1199

cross section ratios due to turning off the Boer-Mulders1200

contributions are 1% to 4%. The flavor dependence of1201

the widths has not been included in the model, thus the1202

widths do not differ in channels of the π± production.1203

Theoretically, if the π± SIDIS production cross sections1204

have the same transverse momentum dependence, their1205

ratios at the same kinematics will be independent of the1206

widths. Due to the very small differences between the1207

pi+ and pi- production on He3
X. Yan et al., Hall A Collaboration, PRC 95, 035209 (2017)

(not enough sensitivity to Boer-Mulders)



Hall A Results: Transverse Momentum  dependence

no modulation

average quark transverse momentum distribution squared 
vs. average quark transverse momentum in fragmentation squared 
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FIG. 14. (color online). Results of B in 3D bins from the A · (1 − B · cos φh) fit.
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FIG. 15. (color online). Fitting contours with the functional
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higher-twist terms in the SIDIS process are not as large as1336

expected. It is also possible that the higher-twist contri-1337

butions have been absorbed into the lowest-twist model1338

by changing the parameters (⟨k2
⊥⟩ and ⟨p2

⊥⟩). On the1339

other hand, besides the general agreement between the1340

simple model and the data in this study, sizable differ-1341

ences exist in some of the kinematic ranges. These dif-1342

ferences might be related to the higher-twist terms. The1343

higher-twist terms might also be responsible for the very1344

different ⟨k2
⊥⟩ values found in this study and from the1345

studies [5, 15–17]. A discussion about the potential ef-1346

fect from the higher-twist terms on determining the ⟨k2
⊥⟩1347
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FIG. 16. (color online). Fitting contours with the functional
form of the non-modulated unpolarized SIDIS cross section
(F cos φh

UU and F
cos 2φh

UU set to zero: refer to the text). The top
panel is for the fitting results using the 2D bins (10 × 10) data,
the bottom panel for the 3D bins (2 × 5 × 10). The central
values of the fitting are the black crosses. The three contours
from the smallest to the largest in each panel correspond to
δχ2 = 1, 2.3 and 6.2, respectively.

can be found in [15].1348

Clearly, high-precision data in the modest Q2 range1349

with a full azimuthal angular coverage will provide op-1350

portunities to study the details of the higher-twist terms1351

and their effects on the azimuthal angular modulations.1352

The future 12 GeV SIDIS programs at JLab with SoLID1353

combining high luminosities and a large acceptance in-1354

cluding a full azimuthal angular coverage [61, 62] will1355

provide high-precision data of the SIDIS differential1356

cross sections as well as the azimuthal modulations in1357

multi-dimensional bins covering a broad kinematic range.1358

with modulation



TMDs and Orbital Angular Momentum 

Pretzelosity (ΔL=2), Worm-Gear (ΔL=1),
Sivers: Related to GPD E through Lensing Function



Quark Orbital Angular Momentum

§ Spin	Puzzle:	missing	piece,	orbital	angular	momentum	(OAM)
§ Indirect	evidence	à OAM	is	significant
§ Lattice	Calculation

§ Ji’s sum	rule:	

measure	GPDs	to	access	the	total	angular	momentum	
needs	GPD	E	(and	H)	be	measured	in	all	x	at	fixed	ξ 

 DVCS only access GPDs @  x=ξ   ridge
 experimentally	difficult	to	measure	GDPs	at	all	x	with	fixed	ξ,	if	not	impossible				
 DDVCS?

Nucleon spin ½ = ½ ΔΣ + Lq +  Jg Ji (gauge invariant)
= ½ ΔΣ + Lq + ΔG + Lg Jeffe-Manohar (light-cone)

X. Chen et al. suggested a new one: decompose gauge field into pure and physical

I. INTRODUCTION

The nucleon spin structure is one of the most active research areas in hadronic physics
in recent years [1]. A gauge-invariant and frame-independent approach was put forward
in [2], according to which, the nucleon polarization (either longitudinal or transverse) can
be decomposed into frame-independent quark and gluon contributions,

1

2
=

∑

q

Jq + Jg , (1)

where Jq and Jg can be extracted from the following sum rule,

Jq,g =
1

2

∫

dxx (Hq,g(x, 0, 0) + Eq,g(x, 0, 0)) , (2)

where Hq,g and Eq,g are the relevant twist-two generalized parton distributions (GPDs) for
the quarks and gluons, respectively. The above result, however, does not seem to provide a
simple partonic interpretation for the individual contributions, which does exist, for example,
for the quark helicity contribution ∆q(x) to the nucleon helicity [3].

In our recent publications [4, 5], we have investigated the parton physics of the spin sum
rule from the consideration of Pauli-Lubanski spin vector and angular momentum (AM)
density. We found that for the transverse polarization, the leading contribution has a simple
partonic interpretation that Jq/g(x) = (x/2)(Hq/g(x, 0, 0) + Eq/g(x, 0, 0)) are just the quark
and gluon angular momentum densities, whereas the sub-leading effects can be taken into
account by the Lorentz symmetry [5]. In other words, Eq.(2) can be interpreted as a partonic
sum rule for the transverse polarization. For the longitudinal polarization, on the other hand,
the nucleon helicity naturally receives contributions from the parton helicity and orbital
angular momentum (OAM). The quark and gluon OAM densities in light-front coordinates
are not entirely leading-twist effects and therefore are difficult to define and measure. In
the work of Hoodbhoy et al [6], the partonic AM densities were defined starting from the
generalized AM tensors. The OAM distribution was identified as the difference of the total
AM density and the helicity distribution. A careful examination of the operator structure
indicates that this OAM density contains extra quark and gluon mixing contribution. To
keep the physics simple, we suggested to define the gauge-invariant quark OAM distribution
Lq(x) without this extra term [4]. Then, one can show that Lq(x) is related to twist-three
GPDs, which might be measured directly from the hard exclusive processes in lepton-nucleon
scattering [7].

The much-discussed partonic OAM distributions in the literature have been centered on
the canonical AM expression [8–11]. This definition is not guage invariant out right, but
can be made so through trivial gauge-invariant extension (GIE) of the light-cone gauge and
light-front coordinates [4, 12]. It can be shown that these distributions can also be related
to twist-three parton distributions [4, 13]. Meanwhile, recent studies [4, 13, 14] have also
shown that the quark OAM distributions are connected to the quantum phase space Wigner
distributions [15]. These distributions define the correlations of partons in transverse mo-
mentum and transverse coordinate spaces. The gauge-invariant OAM distribution discussed
in the previous paragraph and the canonical OAM distribution in light-cone gauge are just
the projections of the Wigner distributions with different choices of the associated gauge
links.

2



OAM and Parton Distributions
§ How	best	to	access/measure	quark	orbital	angular	momentum?

Extensively	discussed	in	the	last	decade	or	so
X.	Ji,	et	al.,	arXiv:1202.2843;	1207.5221
“	Thus	a	partonicpicture	of	the	orbital	contribution	to	the	nucleon	helicity

necessarily	involves	parton’s transverse	momentum.	In	other	words,	TMD	parton
distributions	are	the	right	objects	for	physical	measurements	and	interpretation. “	

§ Transversely	polarized	nucleon:	

§ Longitudinally	polarized	nucleon:		related	to	Twist-3	GPDs	(more	difficult?)

§ Intuitive	definition:	L=	r	x	p	à can	be	defined	in	Wigner	Distributions

access	through	both	TMDs	and	GPDs

§ Parton	spin-orbital	correlations	à transverse	momentum	
TMDs	provide	more	direct	information

§ TMD	information	related	to Lq ? 

comes from α = + and β =⊥= (1, 2). This is only possible if the nucleon is transversely
polarized (S⊥) and the matrix element reduces to

⟨PS|
∫

d4ξM++⊥|PS⟩ = J

[

3(P+)2S⊥′

M2

]

(2π)4δ4(0) , (2)

where S⊥′

= ϵ−+⊥ρSρ with convention of ϵ0123 = 1. In the above equation, a factor of 2
comes from the first term in the bracket of Eq. (1), whereas the second term contributes to
a factor 1 because of the antisymmetric feature of indices α and β.

The longitudinal polarization supports the matrix element of the next-to-leading AM
tensor component M+12,

⟨PS|
∫

d4ξ⃗M+12|PS⟩ = J(2S+)(2π)4δ4(0) , (3)

which has one P+-factor less. Thus the nucleon helicity J is a subleading light-cone quan-
tity, and a partonic interpretation will in general involve parton transverse-momentum and
correlations.

The above result is in contrary to the common intuition about the role of spin-1/2 particle
polarization in hard scattering processes: The polarization vector Sµ has the leading light-
cone component S+ = P+ when the nucleon is longitudinally polarized, and the transverse
component S⊥ is subleading in the IMF.

2. Transverse-polarization Sum Rule. According to Eq. (2), one expects a simple partonic
interpretation of the transverse proton polarization from the leading parton distributions.
Indeed, the quark AM sum-rule derived in terms of the quark distribution q(x) and GPD
E(x, 0, 0) is exactly of this type [2],

Jq =
1

2

∑

i

∫

dxx [qi(x) + Ei(x, 0, 0)] , (4)

where i sums over different flavor of quarks, and similarly for the gluon AM. We emphasize
that this spin sum rule is frame-independent. In Ref. [4], Burkardt has proposed an interest-
ing explanation of the above result in the impact parameter space, in which a transversely
polarized nucleon state fixed in the transverse plane generates a spatial asymmetric parton
density q(x, b⊥), which yields to the parton’s AM contribution to the transverse spin. Note
that the above sum rule is different from that of E. Leader [5], because the transverse angular
J⃗⊥ does not commute with the Lorentz boost along the z-direction.

To attribute the above sum rule with a simple parton picture, one has to justify that
(x/2)(q(x) + E(x)) is the transverse AM density in x, i.e., it is just the contribution to the
transverse nucleon spin from partons with longitudinal momentum xP+. This can be done
easily. Define the quark longitudinal momentum density ρ+(x, ξ, S⊥) through

ρ+(x, ξ, S⊥) = x

∫

dλ

4π
eiλx⟨PS⊥|ψ(−

λn

2
, ξ)γ+ψ(

λn

2
, ξ)|PS⊥⟩ , (5)

where n is the conjugation vector associated with P : n = (0+, n−, 0⊥) with n · P = 1. A
careful calculation shows that beside the usual momentum distribution, it has an additional
term

ρ+(x, ξ, S⊥)/P+ = xq(x) +
1

2
x (q(x) + E(x)) lim

∆⊥→0

S⊥′

M2
∂⊥ξeiξ⊥∆⊥ (6)

3

The link reduces to unity in Fock-Schwinger gauge, ξ ·A(ξ) = 0. The gauge invariant parton
fields Ψ(ξ) are defined in the IMF which is the basis of partonic interpretation.

To investigate parton’s OAM contribution to the proton helicity, one also needs their
transverse coordinates. The most natural concept is a phase-space Wigner distribution,
which was first introduced in Ref. [14]. A Wigner distribution operator for quarks is defined
as

Ŵ(r⃗, k) =

∫

Ψ(r⃗ − ξ/2)γ+Ψ(r⃗ + ξ/2)eik·ξd4ξ , (11)

where r⃗ is the quark phase-space position and k the phase-space four-momentum, and Ψ
follows the definitions of Eqs. (9,10). They represent the two different choices for the gauge
links associated with the quark distributions. Including the gauge links in Eqs. (9,10) makes
the above definition gauge invariant. However, they do depend on the choice of the gauge
link [12], as we will show below. The Wigner distribution can be define as the expectation
value of Ŵ in the nucleon state,

W (k+ = xP+, b⃗⊥, k⃗⊥)

=
1

2

∫

d2q⃗⊥
(2π)3

∫

dk−

(2π)3
e−iq⃗⊥ ·⃗b⊥

〈

q⃗⊥
2

∣

∣

∣
Ŵ(0, k)

∣

∣

∣
−

q⃗⊥
2

〉

. (12)

where the nucleon has definite helicity 1/2. The quark’s OAM distribution follows from the
intuition,

L(x) =

∫

(⃗b⊥ × k⃗⊥)W (x, b⃗⊥, k⃗⊥)d
2⃗b⊥d

2k⃗⊥ , (13)

from partons with longitudinal momentum xP+.
For our purpose, the most appealing choice is ΨFS because it leads to a light-cone AM

density both calculable on lattice and measurable experimentally. To demonstrate this, we
need the Taylor expansion,

ΨFS(−ξ/2)γ+ΨFS(ξ/2) =
∞
∑

n=0

ψ(0)γ+
←→
D

µ1

...
←→
D

µn

ψ(0)ξµ1
...ξµn . (14)

It follows that

∫

xn−1LFS(x)dx =
1

⟨PS|PS⟩
⟨PS|

∫

d3r⃗
n−1
∑

i=0

1

n
ψ(r⃗)

×(in ·D)i(r⃗⊥ × iD⃗⊥)(in ·D)n−1−iψ(r⃗)|PS⟩ . (15)

The right-hand side is related to the matrix elements of twist-2 and twist-3 operators, which
are extractable from experimental data on twist-3 GPD’s [15, 17]. Because there is no
light-cone non-local operators involved, it can also be calculated in lattice QCD [18]. We
emphasize that LFS(x) is not the same as the OAM density defined through the generalized
AM density in Ref. [16]. The difference is a twist-three GPD contribution proportional to
the gluon field F+⊥.

The total OAM sum rule in term of parton’s Wigner distribution,

⟨PS|
∫

d3r⃗ ψ(r⃗)γ+(r⃗⊥ × iD⃗⊥)ψ(r⃗)|PS⟩
⟨PS|PS⟩

=

∫

(⃗b⊥ × k⃗⊥)WFS(x, b⃗⊥, k⃗⊥)dxd
2⃗b⊥d

2k⃗⊥ (16)
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TMDs: Access Quark Orbital Angular Momentum
§ TMDs	:	Correlations	of	transverse	motion	with	quark	spin	and	orbital	motion	
§ Without	OAM,	off-diagonal	TMDs=0,	

no	direct	model-independent	 relation	to	the	OAM	in	spin	sum	rule	yet
§ Sivers	Function:	QCD	lensing	effects
§ In	a	large	class	of	models,	 such	as	light-cone	quark	models

Pretzelosity:	ΔL=2	(L=0	and	L=2	interference	,			L=1	and	-1	interference)
Worm-Gear:	ΔL=1	(L=0	and	L=1	interference)	

§ SoLID	with	trans	polarized	n/p	à quantitative	knowledge	of	OAM

SoLID Projections
Pretzelosity



Asymmetry	ALT Result

• neutron		ALT	:				 Positive	for	π-
• Consist	w/	model	in	signs,	suggest	larger	asymmetry

h
q

q
TLT DgFA shsh

11
)cos()cos(

LT ⊗∝∝ −− φφφφ

To leading twist:

E06-010 Collaboration, J. Huang et al., PRL. 108, 052001 (2012).

Worm-Gear

Dominated by L=0 (S) and L=1 (P) interference
Trans helicity



Worm-gear Functions 

• Dominated by real part of interference 
between L=0 (S) and L=1 (P) states

• No GPD correspondence
• Exploratory lattice  QCD calculation: 

Ph. Hägler et al, EPL 88, 61001 (2009)

g1T =

)()(~ 11 zDxgA TLT

h1L⊥ =

)()(~ 11 zHxhA LUL
⊥⊥ ⊗

TOT

g1T 
(1)

S-P	int.

P-D	int.

Light-Cone	CQM	by	B.	Pasquini	
B.P.,	Cazzaniga,	Boffi,	 PRD78,	2008

Neutron Projections, 



J.P. Chen, USTC, 2007

Wigner distribution: Is it measurable?

In quantum optics, yes!

What about in QCD? Go to small-x!      

Yoshitaka Hatta



J.P. Chen, USTC, 2007

Probing Wigner (GTMD) in diffractive dijet production 

Jet 1

Jet 2

Fourier transform of 

YH, Xiao, Yuan (2016)

𝑒−



Summary
• TMDs: 

transverse imaging
QCD dynamics, access quark orbital angular momentum

• Exploratory study from HERMES(p), COMPASS (d,p) and JLab 6 GeV (n)

• SoLID-TMD Program
multi-dimensional mapping in the valence region with ultimate precision 
Transversity/Tensor Charge, Sivers, Other TMDs à Orbital Motion

à Understanding nucleon 3-d structure, study QCD dynamics,
quark orbital angular momentum and more

Detailed information on SoLID:  SoLID whitepaper: arXiv:1409.7741;        
and  http://hallaweb.jlab.org/12GeV/SoLID/

EIC will continue the study for sea quarks and gluons



Dilepton Production with e and γ Beams

J/ψ Threshold Production: Proton Mass Puzzle?
TSC and DDVCS: GPDs



Dilepton Production	with	SoLID

• J/ψ threshold	Production	
QCD	Dynamics,	Proton	Mass,	Charm-Pentaquark

• Timelike Compton	Scattering	(Run-group	Proposal)
Study	GPDs,	Universality

• Double	DVCS	(Letter-Of-Intent)
GPD	beyond	x=ξ
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Proton Mass 

Quark 
Energy

29%

Quark 
Mass
17%

Gluon 
Energy

34%

Trace 
Anomaly

20%

Mass Generation               Mass Decomposition



Quark 
Energy

29%

Quark 
Mass
17%

Gluon 
Energy

34%

Trace 
Anomaly

20%

Theoretical	Developments

• Dynamical Chiral Symmetry Breaking  <->  Confinement
Ø Responsible for  ~99%(?) of the nucleon mass 
Ø Higgs mechanism is (almost) irrelevant to light quarks
Ø Understand proton mass (energy structure) can provide clue  

• Energy Momentum Tensor, Tµν

Ø Invariant:  m2 = E2-P2 ~ Trace <p| (Tµν)|p> 
Ø Rest Frame: m = E ~  <p|T00|p>         

• Recent development in theory
Ø Lattice QCD
Ø Bound State QCD: Dyson-Schwinger 
Ø Ads/CFT: Holographic QCD
Ø ……

Mass	from	nothing!

Proton Mass Decomposition

Proton Mass Generation





Proton	Mass:	QCD	energy	

§ One can calculate the proton mass 
through the expectation value of the 
QCD Hamiltonian, 

Quark energy

Quark mass

Gluon energy

Trace anomaly (Dark Energy)

X. Ji, PRL741071(1995) 
Quark 
Energy

29%

Quark 
Mass
17%

Gluon 
Energy

34%

Trace 
Anomaly

20%



Relating	to	Measurements

• Traceless part at rest frame becomes quark kinetic energy and gluon energy
can be extracted from parton distribution functions
scheme and scale dependent

• Quark mass: u and d quark contribution obtain from pi-nucleon sigma term 
s quark from Chiral Purturbation Theory for baryon octet

or LQCD, …

• Trace Anomaly: analogous to the cosmological constant (dark energy)!
J/ψ threshold production may provide access? 



SoLID-J/ψ:	Study	Non-Perturbative Gluons

Quark	
Energy

Trace	
AnomalyGluon	

Energy

Quark	
Mass

* /N N Jγ ψ+ → +

J/ψ:	ideal	probe	of	non-perturbative gluon

The	high	luminosity	&	large	acceptance capability	of	SoLIDenables	a	unique “precision”	
measurement	near	threshold

• Shed	light	on	the	low	energy	J/ψ-nucleon	interaction (color	Van	der	Waals	force)
• Shed	light	on	the	‘conformal	anomaly’	an	important	piece	in	the	proton	mass	budget:
Models	relate	J/ψ	enhancement	to	trace	anomaly	

G Gαβγ γ
αβ

X.	Ji PRL	74	1071	(1995)



Backup



SoLID Impact on Pretzelosity

Q2=2.41GeV2 Q2=2.41GeV2

C. Lefky et al., PR D 91, 034010 (2015).
SoLID transversely polarized 3He, E12-10-006.

by Tianbo Liu (Duke & DKU)

95% C.L.
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Angular Momentum (1)
OAM and pretzelosity: model dependent

J. She et al., PR D 79, 058008 (2009).

SoLID impact:

-0.2 0 0.2 0.4

[0,1] uzL

-0.5 0 0.5 1

[0,1] dzL

Lefky et al. (2015)

SoLIDPreliminary

14

T. Liu



Angular Momentum (2)
Sivers and GPD E: model dependent

A. Bacchetta et al., PR L 107, 212001 (2011).

SoLID:

lensing function

K and η are fixed by anomalous 
magnetic moments κp and κn.

Preliminary

15

Based on the Anselmino et al. Sivers parametrization.
and CT10 leading order PDFs for H(x,0,0)0.22 0.24 0.26

uJ

-0.02 0 0.0

dJ

Bacchetta et al. (2011)

SoLID


